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CONTEXT

1. health and social remain two distinct domains
2. the few research into everyday life favour neat traditional 

research methodologies failing to match research with 
the obscured and unpredictable nature of everyday life 

3. the everyday life of people with hidden dis/ability is visible 
to the spectators but hardly to research or practice

4. mental and cognitive conditions are separated both in 
research and practice 

4.

re-thinking and re-evaluating notions 
of hidden dis/ability in everyday life



1. Apparent binary oppositions 
nature / culture, normal / abnormal, medical / social, 
expert / service user

2. Apparent separation
the various conditions, professions, training, 
disciplines 

3. Apparent fragmentation
shared experiences are often overlooked, condition-
specific groups, services and practices
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1. Baudrillard’s cultural-semiotic 
idealism and sign exchange

2. Latour’s material-semiotic 
empiricism and Actor-Network-
Theory

Materials construct ideologies just as the instability of signs 
hold materials together

The reality of hidden dis/ability is composed and relational: 
! no one external and objective reality
! or privileged vantage points
! or essential qualities for the discovery of truth
! epistemic foundations, phenomenological meaning

or critical potentiality does not exist independently
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Hidden dis/ability is not a stable, fixed 
and ordered reality, but one constantly

formed and performed (PERFORMED), 
solved and dissolved (DISSOLVED), 

produced and reproduced (REPRODUCED) 
by diverse human and non-human actors 

in complex webs of associations. One 
connecting and temporarily stabilising 
apparently ‘universal’ and ‘essential’ 

conditions to create impressions that 
hidden dis/ability is a definite 

and a permanent state.



NOVEL METHODOLOGY

1. exploring the significance of the material world including 
human objects and the semiotic relations between them

2. 6 individuals with hidden dis/ability: two with intellectual 
disability, two with autism/Asperger syndrome, two with 
mental health condition (depression with anxiety, 
obsessive-compulsive disorder)

3. another 45 people through the connections 
(5 carers, 11 professionals, 4 family members, 25 people 
with a mental or cognitive condition)

Actor-Network-Ethnography –
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THE LENGTH OF DATA COLLECTION
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THE TYPE OF DATA COLLECTED
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THE MAIN PLACES AND EVENTS



PERFORMANCES NOTICED AND RECORDED
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MAKING AND SERVING DRINKS AND FOOD
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the complexity of what is ‘seen’ 
in these performances is not 
straightforward

1. no clear boundaries, stable signs of hidden dis/ability 

2. how reading, joking or shopping made an effect differ 
depending 
! on actors’ presence and absence
! the visibility of actors
! connectivity between the actors
! the spectators, the significance given

3.    the performances were often idiosyncratic - excessive, 
subtle, spontaneous, controversial. They were judged as 
sad, funny or annoying but not as hidden dis/ability as 
my participants reversed and re-assembled 
conventional and standard performances



in everyday performances, I see 
signs: material, abstract, discursive

incomplete, surprising and puzzling observations (the 
boardgame carry Peter and Jane giving away a letter)

+ 

specific rules, major premiss, Latour’s and Baudrillard’s 
theories (nothing exist in isolation but in relation to 
others and things)

= 

novel case in understanding everyday performances, here, 
hidden dis/ability in ordinary settings  (hypothesis and the 
6D practice to ‘see’ how Peter’s or Jane’s disability is 
composed by associations and significations of signs and 
things)



in our complex society hidden 
dis/ability is performed and consumed 
by many signs and realities

1. Baudrillard (1993) the phases of the constructed images 
and signs of hidden dis/ability in building an external reality

2. Latour (1993) the capacity of the actors in sign production 
and reality composition

3. Spradley (1979) a problem-solving and systematic approach 
to discover cultural patterns



VISIBILITY



ACTOR-NETWORK-THEORY



SIGNIFICATION AND ASSOCIATION
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SIGNS AND THINGS
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DIMENSIONS OF CONTRASTS
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6D MATERIAL-SEMIOTIC-NETWORK PRACTICE



6D DESIGNS IN PROGRESS



6D PRACTICE

! Details - heterogeneity, multiplicity and uncertainty of actors 
and their actions as they shape one another

! Dimensions - the spectators doing the scaling, spacing, and 
contextualising by translating actors and connections 

! Dynamics - the forces acting between the actors that are 
already embedded in the connections that last and disappear

! Disposition - the ordering of connections that composes 
enduring ties and limits movements

! Dislocation – the many capacities connections compose for 
transformation, the affects to change

! Descriptions - the work showing how actors have been 
assembled, mobilised, connected and transformed

! Dislocation
transformation, the affects to changetransformation, the affects to change

! Descriptions
transformation, the affects to change

a new way of seeing and working with 
hidden dis/ability (and any events)



6D practice offers a novel analytic, 
practice and way of seeing

! we learn from the participants
! we are merged into the performance, we become part of 

it,  we are responsible
! here and now, live performance, complex makings only, 

no central controllers, invisible hands and independent 
facts writing and narrating the performances

! emergent solutions are embedded in the connections
! highlights how multiple actors compose capacities for 

shared cultural experiences and practices



! focuses on the performer, the spectator and the scene
! what we see, and what we do not see
! no binaries only actors, connections and capacities
! makes visible how actors travel into the performances, 

form relations and achieve stability and durability
! reveals how such connections can be transformed to 

offer alternative solutions
! we are in a better position to negotiate our different 

realities

no more pathological
representations of hidden dis/ability, 
but opportunities to make visible 
complexity, the beautiful hidden, 
to offer alternatives



1. 6D practice
! develop and fine-tune
! various application, i.e. patient safety, safeguarding

2. Hidden disability (with the 6D)
! training, job application, higher education

3. Research
! evaluate 6D focusing on the world-making activities 

of the actors not standardisation or unification 
! with people with various hidden mental and 

cognitive dis/abilities to explore the benefits of 
shared cultural experiences and practices 

! the work of abduction (surprise, unexpected) to 
disrupt norms and conventions to see whether they 
lead to better solutions 



CONCLUSION
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Hidden dis/ability is complex.

Complexity is 

the beautiful hidden 

rendered visible by the 

everyday performances.
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